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Abstract 

The paper presents advertising offices as another kind of information based associations (information 

serious associations), whose fundamental asset is its kin with their abilities, in conditions in which in 

the current society information is turning into the main wellspring of upper hand for current 

associations. Such expert administrations firms need to rehearse a specific sort of the executives, zeroed 

in on their representatives, on their goals and fulfilment, thusly the part cycles of the HR the board 

(enlistment, choice, coordination, inspiration and so on) play an especially significant part in acquiring 

workers' dependability and expanding their presentation and subsequently in the endurance and 

advancement of the organization. The exact examination utilized contextual investigations dependent 

on top to bottom meetings with directors in Bucharest promoting associations, yet additionally an 

overview through survey sent by email to publicists the nation over, to give an unmistakable picture on 

the qualities of HR the executives in Romanian advertising organizations. 
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Introduction 

These days, rivalry between associations - turning out to be more adaptable and imaginative 

adhocracies - is "moving" increasingly more from the works of art components of creation 

(land, money) to the information held by representatives. "Information is turning into a more 

significant wellspring of upper hand for current associations - the creation, sharing and 

ensuring information is imperative to their wellbeing. These cycles have a higher importance 

in knowledge-escalated associations, which rely upon the age, use and innovation of their 

asset of information". 

Today it gives specific consideration to information asset as a fundamental part of "human 

resources". On the off chance that until the 1960-1970, the wellspring of financial security 

for the vast majority was saving the work environment for an entire life, presently an ever 

increasing number of individuals (from cutting edge social orders, with the developed market 

economy) discover the wellspring of monetary security in the sufficient collection of 

information needed by the market. Scholarly capital turns into a vital idea for those 

associations whose strength is in information; scholarly capital is the association's 

information, the experience, mastery and related "delicate" resources, instead of physical 

"equipment" and monetary capital. 

Information escalated undertakings are those organizations that theoretical scholarly 

resources, (abilities, experience, information, values held by the firm) have a more prominent 

significance than the material resources (structures, innovation, stock items and so on 

claimed by big business) and monetary capital. 

 

This change requires the training in association of another sort of human asset 

The executives that will underwrite the man with every one of its measurements (scholarly, 

moral, social, not just physical). "The man should be a definitive goal of movements of every 

sort of the association and not an essentially method for it; the association for the most part 

should consider the man's elements, requirements and yearnings". We have distinguished the 

particular notification of promoting associations just like their order in typology of 

knowledge-escalated associations, in light of information held by their representatives. In 

this specific circumstance, the article proposes a review with indicative worth, intended to 
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recognize how they are performing HR management 

(recruitment, choice, joining and inspiration of workers) in 

the Romanian promoting agencies, where individuals and 

their inventive thoughts are the fundamental asset of this 

kind of association. Exploratory methodology depended on 

two data sources, in particular contextual analyses based on 

inside and out interviews in various sorts of promoting 

organizations in Bucharest and examination through a short 

poll sent to some Romanian advertising offices. 

 

Recruitment and selection of employees in advertising 

agencies 

Most strategies used to enrol possibility for 

determination are  

1. Enabling the HR division for the ID of their own 

workers, to enlist for choice on different posts than 

those they possess at the time given;  

2. Direct and backhanded promoting (media);  

3. Turning circle of people and associations in escort of 

organization;  

4. Turning their own advocates who counsel 

straightforwardly various mediums;  

5. Analysis of all singular business application 

deliberately addressed to HR branch of the association 

and so forth 

 

In the event that the enlistment cycle plans to urge 

individuals to look for a task in an association, the 

determination interaction expects to distinguish and utilize 

the top candidates; with this chance are picked, as per a few 

measures and standards pre-set up by the association and 

executed by the branch of HR, the most reasonable 

possibility to fill opening posts, to improvement or 

rebuilding the association. 

As to where they were made inside and out interviews with 

their chiefs and contextual investigations, in the A1 full-

administration publicizing office, part of a global 

organization (with 15 workers), recruitment is finished by 

turning the circle of people and associations from company 

of the office (for example through proposals), or through 

investigation of all CVs sent volunteer to association and 

put away in the data set.  

The choice has one stage, the meeting with the top of the 

division where potential new worker will work. Whatever of 

he read in the applicant's CV, innovative chief says that "he 

fundamentally meets with every competitor and, after a free 

conversation of 5-10 minutes with him, he read him, he 

understands in case he is the perfect individual and 

assuming he needs to work with that individual"; human 

contact is viewed as fundamental in the decision, and thusly 

they at this point don't give down to earth tests. 

In A2 inventive office with Romanian capital (with 15 

representatives) "enrolment is finished by turning the circle 

of individuals and associations in organization company (all 

in all, the suggestions), or all the more seldom, through 

promotions in the press about empty existing positions".  

The choice has one stage, the meeting with the stuff chiefs 

(with the General Manager and conceivably with 

imaginative chief) – the senior supervisor said that the 

fundamental reasons that an applicant could use to convince 

her to employ him are energy, excitement to work in 

promoting space, perseverance in attempting to become 

familiar with the mysteries of this space and, to wrap things 

up, the dynamism, energy. 

In A3 full-administration organization with Romanian 

capital (with 17 workers) enlistment of new representatives 

is for the most part done through promotions on the Internet, 

and seldom it is interesting to the suggestions (of those all-

around utilized in the office), however in the two cases the 

up-and-comers are called to meet, once in a while 3-5 times.  

The customer administration chief says that the models on 

which chooses expected representatives for his specialty are 

fundamentally similarity ("to like him as a man, to work and 

afterward collaborated with him") and furthermore the 

experience they giving confirmation. In any case, he 

perceives that the fundamental rule of decision, natural in 

some cases, has fizzled - "I recruited individuals that they 

did a generally excellent impression at meeting and I 

confided in them, and afterward ended up being totally 

unique". Since the organization to keep away from such 

circumstances, there are times of probation, before 

conclusive work. 

As to in A4 creation promoting organization with Romanian 

capital (with 5 representatives), the office's chiefs knows 

what necessities should meet the worker they need, and call 

to suggestions, however competitors should go through a 

meeting, wherein "need measure of determination is simply 

the capacity to create, and just the second is insight", the 

specialized chief states: "when I employed the individual 

who makes the designs on your PC, it did not matter that he 

had no experience and minimal recently graduated, yet we 

preferred that it was ready to learn". 

For full-administration promoting office A5, some portion 

of a notable global organizations bunch with branches 

around the world, with 75 workers, enlistment sources are 

either different offices or schools in space and so on ("I say 

to Human Resources individual that I need a Strategic 

Director and she thought that I'm a couple of up-and-

comers"). After a conversation with those in HR, potential 

worker chats with the office head where he will work. The 

choice standards of examination and technique chief are the 

experience, particularly compassion (relational similarity), 

"he ought to be on a similar frequency with me" (issue 

regularly thought to be much more significant than the 

portfolio). 

In the showcasing branch of the Romanian auxiliary of a 

notable European food organizations are working 15 

representatives, most have examines in the field of 

advertising. General Director of the showcasing office says 

that at first were recruited individuals with experience in 

promoting, on the grounds that "we didn't have the 

opportunity to develop youngsters without experience in the 

field". Then, at that point, they employed youngsters in 

division, who were in this way advanced, on the grounds 

that meanwhile they have obtained the vital experience to 

become Seniors.  

Conditions for choice in the division that she lead are not as 

stringently identified with formal instruction, since "they 

can gain from day by day experience, from in courses which 

they will be sent" as much as demeanour: candidates who 

will to be acknowledged should be adaptable, open to new, 

goal-oriented, excited and ready to work and constantly 

learn (particularly as respects the "new passage" level). As 

to, it is important anyway to have financial ideas and can 

work with numbers (they need to decipher and examine 

factual information). 

The choice models dependent on which new workers are 

acknowledged in promoting offices are pertinent to the 
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distinguishing proof from one perspective, a portion of the 

provisions of hierarchical culture (being realized that in 

many offices, "match with organization" is one of the rules 

which consider, implicitly, who puts together the 

determination) and then again a portion of the particular 

characteristics important to publicizing representatives 

overall and promoting makers specifically.  

The choice standards that were most much of the time 

referenced as significant by the administrators who reacted 

to questions sent by email are:  

Compatibility with the association and the group is a 

critical rule in an action that is chipping away at projects in 

groups "we assess similarity with the association", "he 

should coordinate with all the organization esteems", "he 

should coordinate with the remainder of the group. He might 

be the best imaginative or record, if his character not 

matches the group, he isn't recruited".  

Closely identified with the past condition, it is needed to 

potential representatives the capacity to fill in collectively, 

be agreeable and open "individuals ought to be open and 

unembarrassed, ready to think alone, yet along with the 

group. We are not keen on Individualists at any cost and 

stars", "They should be open and informative, ready to fill in 

collectively", "Future representatives should be open, 

agreeable".  

Enthusiasm for work in promoting and the longing for 

inclusion, imagination, ability, knowledge, "receptive 

outlook" are fundamental characteristics in inventive work 

in publicizing, which regularly share components for all 

intents and purpose with workmanship "they should be first 

people willing to lock in. I'm searching for individuals 

willing to participate in a drawn out group", "Ability, 

enthusiasm want to work, assuming liability for own work", 

"It requires insight, receptive outlook", "First we assess the 

abilities and ability for a specific work". 

Common sense, awareness of others' expectations, 

earnestness, regard for the client are fundamental qualities 

of the individuals who need to get brings about 

organizations that offer types of assistance from another 

representative we need the feeling of obligation and regard 

towards associates and clients", However presence of mind 

and right evaluation of their abilities matter, Reality is a 

higher priority than information.  

Different characteristics that organizations need to imminent 

workers are the soul of drive and suddenness, as an 

impression of innovative protester psyches; and aspiration 

and assurance, legitimized in a field however serious as it 

could be promoting "They should be individuals with 

grounded goals, who know what they need and what they 

can do", "yearning, with, not really settled and cantered, 

individuals who plainly know what they need to do". It is 

added the longing to work on themselves, to "find out more 

and quicker, to develop", as important quality in an 

extremely powerful area like promoting.  

 

Integration of employees in advertising agencies 

The expert joining programs point an individual's digestion 

into the expert medium and adjust him to the gathering to 

which he is part (Mathis, Nica et al., 1997, p. 146). 

Reconciliation implies the accomplishing of consistence 

between representative's abilities and yearnings and 

occupation attributes. It doesn't include he is "acclimatized", 

doesn't mean the deficiency of his character in all of 

gathering interests; the worker's mix is to recognize normal 

interests of the association and of the representative and 

getting results on the two sides.  

In the A2 organization, the reconciliation of new employees 

regarding managerial issues (obligations which they need to 

confront) is made by the two heads of the organization, yet 

senior supervisor says that "it is significant that new workers 

to know likewise to take make", at the end of the day, there 

are various issues where the new representative is started 

alone. In A3 office the combination of new workers is 

responsible for top of the department where the new 

position happened, he acquaints him with the group, shows 

him what he need to done in the main days, "he facilitates 

him until he gets comfortable the organization".  

In A4 organization, the reconciliation of new worker is 

made with the two partners and the administration interest, 

"everyone helps, similarly as we are a little family". 

In A5 organization the reconciliation of another 

representative relies upon his experience - in the event that 

he has currently 4-5 years’ experience in an office, research 

chief think that mix is definitely not a fundamental stage; 

however, in the event that he recently graduated and has no 

experience, he will help him toward the start ("yet not as in 

I'll do preparing with him two hours every day), except he 

must "learn in a hurry". "We need immovability and 

tolerance", on the grounds that at the starting the new junior 

worker will do extremely light exercises (interpretations, 

duplication of records and so on), under his assumptions, 

until he will figure out how to acquaint with the 

organization, then, at that point, will enter in the work for 

which he was recruited, however without to assign 

customers to him at first. Inspiration of representatives in 

promoting offices. 

 

Motivate employees in advertising agencies: 

In the greater part of particular works, inspiration of HR 

means to invigorate representatives, with various interests 

and needs, to contribute decidedly and productively for 

satisfying the goals of the association. Generally, the 

compensation is the fundamental way of propelling staff, yet 

ordinarily, individuals have additionally different 

requirements or chances of articulation: the need to learn 

through work, the need to simply decide, to be perceived as 

expert, need assistance arranging their own future and so 

forth To inspire individuals in their work isn't just give them 

the cash and different offices for their commitment to 

association benefit, through drive and exertion, but at the 

same time is to create in representative a feeling of his 

expert and social satisfaction. 

As respects the method for inspiration to make the 

representatives' connection to office, chiefs of promoting 

offices in our nation notice in the frontal area, immaterial 

(psychosocial) impetuses, which are generally unique: 

Providing a workplace "agreeable and lovely", "extremely 

open and cordial", "peaceful, simple", highlight at which 

adds generally likewise the association of team buildings 

(exits in the city, week by week tennis match-ups, Counter 

Strike titles or bowling end of the week), to fabricate solid 

relations group Creation of a particular hierarchical 

character (eg, "the having a place with the organization 

soul"). Recognition and enthusiasm for merits, empowering 

of workers.  

Offering openings for proficient advancement (as a device 

for improvement and execution), advancements (which 

might incorporate too "offering colleagues in doing 
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exercises), giving new liabilities, offering trainings. For 

instance, "organization offers every representative the 

chance to learn (makes in publicizing isn't educated at 

school in Romania, lamentably) from the authentic experts, 

approved by results; self-improvement opportunity as an 

expert and as an individual (anybody might move as fast 

unbounded).  

Respect for representatives and upgrading confidence by 

sending "a feeling that they are tuned in and that 

everybody's work counts.  

Management rehearsing of straightforwardness about 

organization and attempting to genuinely connect with the 

representatives in office projects (I am depending on the 

human connection among me and staff and I am conveying 

them organization's definite circumstance whenever. I'm 

attempting to include them sincerely in tasks and firm).  

Increased confidence through enrolment of an esteemed 

office, with notoriety in the field. Accordingly, "the office 

gives every worker results the organization is cutthroat in 

the business, a proof being Effie Gold Award acquired for 

the best promoting effort in food". 

Giving trust to representatives by offering them more 

noteworthy opportunity - "Everyone learns along they 

ought-not hold back to let them know somebody to go to 

work or not to lose time. In case somebody is finishing his 

venture part with 2 days’ sooner, he can take a little get-

away of their own without requiring the arrangement of 

anybody. He simply needs to impart this previously". To 

these there are added, not least, likewise monetary 

inspiration implies, under different structures: "reasonable 

compensation" (corresponding with the work and results), 

moderate increment of pay, obviously characterized 

frameworks of rewards (reward pay for the representative of 

the month), the premium as commission of agreements 

(individual premium two times each year relying upon 

execution), "rewards for all workers for Christmas, Easter or 

name days".  

Likewise, from the class of material prizes are not missing 

honours allowed to workers to compensate execution 

acquired (granting of victories): "grants identified with 

diversions", certificates, free occasions, free travel outside 

presented by organization.  

By implication, are likewise referenced some inspiration 

implies that influence the development of the workers' 

connection: (opportunity in addition to help are the most 

significant things that a publicist needs to get, and in the 

event that it gets, such that makes him answerable), prizes 

and cash (I believe that for imaginative man most cash and 

prizes matter most", "it is additionally vital to us, an honour 

that I desire to place it in the window) and their expert 

achievement, which builds confidence (the main 

achievement is to see individuals placing in containers the 

brands you for, that is the genuine article", "the most 

significant for an effective inventive is to have a generally 

excellent thought, with accentuation on very).  

In this specific circumstance, there are recognized various 

challenges in rousing of representatives in promoting 

offices: "it might want that at some point individuals in your 

organization to make a shock and go or may not be as 

inventive in your office like the one from which they come, 

showing very persuading that the issue may be at the 

supervisor of the office". HR individuals in imaginative 

ventures (promoting as well as in engineering, 

correspondence, games and so on) should figure out how to 

foster the capability of an individual. "The issue is that large 

organizations don't put resources into individuals, however 

in things (servers, machines, structures) and this is a 

transient reasoning, since individuals make the organization 

develop, the promoting office is a business of thoughts. In 

the event that you have better individuals, you will have 

better business. In the event that you have great individuals, 

you should assist them with developing and become better, 

in light of the fact that your business will improve".  

 

There are identified three significant issues of HR the 

executives in publicizing organizations:  

Most organizations don't have self-awareness plans for 

representatives. One time per year, it ought to examine with 

workers about their destinations, in what way they can 

create, where they propose to get following a year, and for 

everything all things considered, these objectives should be 

seen also endorsed by the two players. And afterward it 

needs to talk about the kinds of preparing that individuals 

need to accomplish those goals.  

The preparing is viewed as a prize. In the event that you 

imagine that an individual should go first to preparing 

following 2 years in office, then, at that point, you lost 2 

years when you could have a superior representative in the 

event that you sent him to the preparation right away. 

What's more, if the individual leaves after a large portion of 

a year at another office, he takes all the information with 

him, at the other office. We suggest that the HR public and 

individuals who pay for preparing to contribute toward the 

start of the interaction. At the point when you enlist 

somebody is on the grounds that you trust him, and when 

you trust somebody, put resources into him so you see him 

performing to more significant level. The venture should be 

made toward the start of the interaction, not the end.  

 

Conclusions 

HR isn't viewed in a serious way enough. Frequently, it's 

made with a large portion of a proportion of a secretary or 

an administrator aide who isn't ready and not have the 

fundamental instruments for such exercises. 

Examination led on the exercises of HR the board, in light 

of meetings with administrators of some Romanian 

publicizing offices, puts underscore various pertinent issues, 

that cause promoting offices to contrast from firms with one 

more object of movement, zeroing in similarity with the 

group and authoritative culture of the organization as the 

determination model, on theoretical (psychosocial) method 

for inspiration as independence, adaptability, collaboration, 

eminence of office, individual turn of events, cultivating 

imagination and drive. 

The knowledge-concentrated undertakings arises through 

the importance they accord to quality and inspirations of 

their workers; albeit a considerable lot of them are reliant to 

a great extent on their picture (association brand) or 

associations network that grow, by and large around a 

customer portfolio, but the main factor are individuals, and 

from here the accentuation on their skill and on localization, 

by rehearsing a sufficient and specific HR the executives.  

This arrangement, at design level, of publicizing office in 

the class of adhocratical associations (with smooth chains of 

importance, decentralized administration and choice taken 

via auto responsible gatherings and so on), and besides, 

information concentrated, information based ones, was 

directed by the actual idea of its movement the promoting 
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office is an association whose work, in the creation of 

advertisements and advertisement crusades, are put together 

not with respect to material merchandise, but rather on the 

theoretical ones, on the message, thought, idea, regardless of 

their actual help (banner, video tape, and so on) Also, in 

those conditions, it's fundamental the work of makers of 

these immaterial resources, of offices creatives, whose skills 

is the main capital of offices, that is the reason the interest in 

their turn of events and their fulfilment ought to be the 

superb worries of the chiefs of these associations.  

The current overview, just of such sort in specific Romanian 

writing, has moved toward the publicizing wonder 

according to a point of view once in a while considered, the 

hierarchical one, describing promoting offices as 

information concentrated associations, basically dependent 

on the abilities of its workers. We made a determination of 

the circumstance of the HR the board in various 

organizations in the neighbourhood advertising industry, 

recognizing a requirement for rehearsing a human asset the 

executives which comes according to an anthropocentric 

management viewpoint, so that put man, his inspiration and 

fulfilment on first arrangement of its exercises, to expand 

his imaginative exhibitions and to loyalist him. 
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